
The World's Safest & Most Effective Descaler
Environmentally Friendly & Biodegradable

dynamicdescaler.co.uk

Dynamic Descaler® is a revolutionary 
liquid descaler that rapidly dissolves all 
water scale and lime plus it removes, rust, 
and other non-soluble sedimentation 
deposits safely and effectively.

BIODEGRADABLE
Won't harm the environment

SAFE
Won't harm workers

ECONOMICAL
Comparable cost to other products and cleaning options

FAST
Equipment is cleaned within a few hours

SUPERIOR CORROSION INHIBITORS
Lowest corrosion rate of any descaler

POWERFUL
Effective detergents & penetrating agents

IDEAL FOR:
- Boilers
- Chillers
- Condensers
- Heat Exchangers
- Oil Coolers
- Cooling Towers
- Water Piping Systems
- Liquid Ring Vacuum Pumps

BEFORE & AFTER USING DYNAMIC DESCALER ®

SAFE ON:
- Steel
- Iron
- Copper
- Brass
- Plastic
- Rubber

Scale Removal = Lower Energy Costs



Aqua Safe Descaler

LOWEST CORROSION RATE
Corrosion tests undertaken by an independent chemical analysis laboratory proved that 
Dynamic Descaler® has a significantly lower corrosion rate than its nearest competitor. 
For more information, visit our website at dynamicdescaler.co.uk

Dynamic Descaler

 

 Aqua Safe Descaler is safe to 
use on steel, stainless steel, 
aluminium, iron, brass, copper, 
plastic, rubber, and other materials 
found in most water cooled, 
heated, or operated equipment. 

Ideal for water heat exchangers, 
tankless hot water heaters, 
coolers, pumps, boilers, 

compressors, condensers, extruders, moulds, 
cooling towers, furnaces, water piping systems 
and other water side heat exchange surfaces. 

Effectively dissolves all types of water scale, 
calcium carbonate, lime, and rust.
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Aqua Safe Descaler is certified by NSF to NSF/ANSI Standard 60

MARINE APPLICATIONS
Use Aqua Safe Descaler on marine applications. 
It effectively removes water scale and mussels from marine equipment on all types of vessels.

Dynamic Descaler is the worlds #1 industrial 
decaling solution. has the lowest corrosive rate on 
the market. It does not pit, erode or have any other 
harmful effects on Steel, Iron, Copper, Plastic, PVC, 
Titanium and many other metals and materials. In 
addition it does not damage metals or materials 
found in water-cooled systems or equipment.

DYNAMIC DESCALER UK LTD.
1 Cory Close
Wainhouse Corner
Bude
Cornwall EX23 0AR 
UK

Tel:  +44 (0)1579 384584
Email:  sales@dynamicdescaler.co.uk
Web:  dynamicdescaler.co.uk

ENQUIRIES, SALES & ADVICE

BEFORE & AFTER USING DYNAMIC DESCALER ®

BEFORE & AFTER USING AQUA SAFE DESCALER
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